BrightFish Reading Answer Key
Grade 4 Stories
Story Title

Lexile Measure, Word Count

Alexander's Horse (NF)
Creatures of the Ice Age (NF)
Enough Bullying (F)
Mars (NF)
The Butterfly: A Chinese Tale (F)
The Haunted House (F)
The Longest 15 Minutes (F)
Theft in the Garden (F)
Waterlogged (F)

720L, 174
750L, 205
750L, 187
740L, 195
800L, 205
750L, 197
770L, 202
690L, 198
770L, 201

BrightFish Reading
Answer Key
Grade 4 Stories
Name
Alexander's Horse - Vocab

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
greatest

Answer
Michael Jordan is t...

Tags
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Something or someone that is the
best. For example: Mr. Smith is the greatest
teacher I've ever had. Teresa makes the
greatest lasagna.
Which sentence uses 'greatest' best?
Alexander's Horse - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

greatest

Alexander's Horse - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

merchant

best | finest | grandest | *** lowest | worst 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| weakest
Rebecca was a merch...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: A person who sells goods. For
example: The merchant at our local store is
very friendly. Daisy works as a merchant at
the flea market.
Which sentence uses 'merchant' best?
Alexander's Horse - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

merchant

Alexander's Horse - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

wild

retailer | vendor | seller | *** buyer |
customer | shopper
During our camping ...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Living in a natural state and not
being tame or domesticated. For example:
The wild cats are my favorite exhibit at the
zoo. Sheila ran around her yard screaming
like a wild animal.
Which sentence uses 'wild' best?
Alexander's Horse - Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

wild

free | untamed | feral | *** calm | gentle | 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
tame

Alexander's Horse - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

calmed

After I found out t...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

relieved | cooled | relaxed | *** agitated |
irritated | excited
My teacher is amaze...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

surprised | astonished | stunned | ***
calmed | bored | unsurprised
The children at the...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

fable | folklore | myth | *** truth |
information | nonfiction

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: When something or someone
becomes tranquil and relaxed. For example:
After the hurricane ended, the ocean finally
calmed down. I waited to make sure that
Charlotte had calmed down from her temper
tantrum before bringing her back to the
party.
Which sentence uses 'calmed' best?
Alexander's Horse - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

calmed

Alexander's Horse - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

amazed

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To be greatly surprised and filled
with wonder. For example: I am amazed that
my 97-year-old neighbor still rides her bike
every day. I was amazed by the beauty of
Alaska on our cruise.
Which sentence uses 'amazed' best?
Alexander's Horse - Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

amazed

Alexander's Horse - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

legend

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: A story passed down from earlier
times that is not proven as factual. For
example: Grandma Anna always told her
grandchildren legends from her home
country of Russia. The story of Robin Hood is
a popular children's legend.
Which sentence uses 'legend' best?
Alexander's Horse - Vocab

6

2

G/O

2

legend

Alexander's Horse - Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

kingdom

Queen Elsa is from ...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: A place that is ruled by a king or
queen. For example: The princess was the
most beautiful girl in the kingdom. The
current king was the kindest ruler that the
kingdom had ever had.
Which sentence uses 'kingdom' best?
Alexander's Horse - Vocab

7

2

G/O

2

kingdom

empire | monarchy | realm | *** republic | 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
state | town
merchant | calmed | wild | amazed | legend 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| kingdom | greatest

Alexander's Horse - Vocab

8

1

FIB

7

Alexander's Horse - Vocab

9

1

shorttext 1

Complete the sentences below by dragging
and dropping each word into the correct
blank space.
Apply the vocabulary. Write a complete
sentence in the space provided for each of
the words listed below.

Alexander's Horse - During 1

1

1

M/C

1

Alexander's Horse - During 1

2

1

M/C

1

Alexander's Horse - During 1

3

1

FIB

4

Alexander's Horse - During 1

4

1

shorttext 1

This passage refers to Alexander as having a disagreement not wi...
battle of wills with a horse. What do you think
this means? Write your answer as a complete
sentence in the space below, using capitals
and punctuation.

Alexander's Horse - Intro

1

1

M/C

1

The story of Alexander's Horse is an example an old story that i...
of a legend. What do you think this means?

Alexander's Horse - Intro

2

1

M/C

1

Alexander's Horse - During 2

1

1

FIB

4

Alexander's Horse tells the story of Alexander
the Great. When do you think Alexander the
Great lived?
Match the causes and effects below. Drag and
drop each effect into the blank space beside
its cause.

merchant | calmed | wild | amazed | legend 4.L.1 | 4.L.2 | 4.L.3
| kingdom | greatest

Where did Alexander the Great live? Select
Macedonia
the correct answer listed below.
Alexander the Great was a war general. What leader
is another word you could use to describe his
role? Select the correct answer listed below.

4.RI.1

Complete the sentences below by selecting
the correct word from each drop-down list.

4.RI.1

greatest | army | won | horse

4.RI.4

4.RI.4

over 2000 years ago

nobody could ride i... | Alexander led the h... 4.RI.5
| Alexander was able ... | he named a city
aft...

Alexander's Horse - During 2

2

1

M/C

1

Select the best word listed below to fill in the honored
blank space in the following sentence:
Alexander the Great _______________ his
horse by naming a city after it.

Alexander's Horse - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

Alexander's father was amazed that he was
able to train the wild horse. What does a
person usually look like when they are
amazed? Select the image below that best
represents the emotion of being amazed.

Alexander's Horse - During 2

4

1

M/C

1

4.RI.4

Alexander's Horse - During 2

5

1

M/C

1

Alexander's Horse - During 2

6

1

M/C

1

Alexander the Great kept working with the
patient
horse even though it was very wild and
seemed impossible to train. Based on this
information, what adjective could you use to
describe Alexander? Select the correct
answer listed below.
Select the correct word listed below to fill in horse
the blank space in the following sentence:
Bucephala was the name of Alexander's
__________________.
Select a synonym listed below that could best settled
replace the underlined word in the following
sentence: This calmed the horse down and
Alexander was able to mount it.

Alexander's Horse -- Post

1

1

shorttext 1

Legends are stories that have been passed
Alexander was the o...
down from earlier times. While they can't be
proven, legends are often accepted as being
true. Legends have amazing elements, which
help them to survive the test of time. What is
amazing about the story of Alexander the
Great and his horse?

4.RI.3

[Image 1]: Woman with hands up to her face 4.RI.4

Answer the question in the space below using
complete sentences.

Alexander's Horse -- Post

2

1

M/C

1

Which of the following statements is NOT
true about Alexander the Great?

4.RI.4

He lived in the lat...

4.RI.1

4.RI.4

Alexander's Horse -- Post

3

1

G/O

2

One of the main ideas of this passage is
Alexander showed pe... | *** He continued
perseverance. Perseverance means never
traini... | He figured out that... | He found a
giving up, even when things get difficult. To
solution... | He managed to calm ...
prove that Alexander the Great demonstrated
perseverance, drag and drop the main idea
into the top box and four details that support
it into the boxes below.

4.RI.2

Alexander's Horse -- Post

4

1

FIB

3

4.RI.4

Alexander's Horse -- Post

5

1

longtext

4

This passage tells the reader a lot about
brave| hardworking| patient
Alexander the Great's personality and
character traits. Complete the sentences
below by dragging and dropping the
personality trait being described in each
sentence into the correct blank space.
Alexander the Great overcame many
[No answer set]
obstacles in order to train his horse. When
was a time that you had to overcome
obstacles in order to achieve a goal? Write a
paragraph in the space below describing the
goal you were trying to achieve, the obstacles
you faced, and the steps you took to
overcome them. Remember to use complete
sentences.

Alexander's Horse -- Post

6

1

M/C

1

A theme of this story is the treatment of
kind
animals by people. In the passage, Alexander
is patient with the wild horse, is loyal to it for
20 years, and even names a city after it. What
adjective best describes Alexander's
treatment of animals?

4.RI.1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
history

Tags
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Name
Question Part
Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 1
1

Answer
I forgot my history...

4.W.2 | 4.W.3

Definition: A record of events that happened
in the past. For example: My teacher studied
history in college. I think they were the
greatest team in history.
Which sentence uses 'history' best?
Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 1

2

G/O

2

history

old | chronicle | past | *** new | modern | 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
future

Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 2

1

M/C

1

major

Scientists have mad...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

important | significant | dominant | ***
insignificant | trivial | minor
I hope I can save e...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

new | fresh | current | *** ancient | old |
past
A panda is a herbiv...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Very important. For example: The
President of the United States has major
powers. She played a major role in winning
that game.
Which sentence uses 'major' best?
Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 2

2

G/O

2

major

Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 3

1

M/C

1

recent

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Occurred or began not long ago.
For example: I missed the most recent
episode of my favorite show. I downloaded
the most recent update for that game.
Which sentence uses 'recent' best?
Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 3

2

G/O

2

recent

Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 4

1

M/C

1

herbivore

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: An animal that only eats plants.
For example: I feed my pet rabbit vegetables
because it is a herbivore. At the zoo they fed
the lion meat, so it must not be a herbivore.
Which sentence uses 'herbivore' best?
Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 4

2

G/O

2

herbivore

Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 5

1

M/C

1

protective
Definition: To cover or shield from exposure,
harm or damage. For example: It is always
important to wear a protective helmet when
riding your bike. My friend is very protective
of his little sister.
Which sentence uses 'protective' best?

plant-eater | vegetarian | vegan | *** meat- 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
eater | omnivore | carnivore
I always put on pro...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 5

2

G/O

2

protective

Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 6

1

M/C

1

modern

secure | defensive | careful | *** dangerous 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| careless | harmful
Pablo only listens ...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Relating to present or recent
times. For example: My dad's new car looks
very modern. She was an expert in modern
art.
Which sentence uses 'modern' best?
Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 6

2

G/O

2

modern

Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 7

1

M/C

1

carnivore

current | recent| contemporary | *** oldfashioned | ancient| past
The T-Rex was a car...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: An animal that only eats meat. For
example: The lion that I spotted on the safari
was a ferocious carnivore. My cat never eats
plants because it is a carnivore.
Which sentence uses 'carnivore' best?
Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 7

2

G/O

2

carnivore

Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 8

1

FIB

7

Complete the sentences below by dragging
and dropping each of the vocabulary words
into the correct blank space.

Creatures of the Ice Age - Vocab 9

1

shorttext 1

Creatures of the Ice Age - During 1
1

1

FIB

4

Creatures of the Ice Age - During 2
1

1

M/C

1

Creatures of the Ice Age - During 3
1

1

M/C

1

meat-eater | hunter | predator | *** plant- 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
eater | herbivore | prey
carnivore | herbivore | modern | protective 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| major | recent | history

Apply the vocabulary. Write a complete
sentence in the space provided for each of
the words listed below.
Drag and drop the name of each creature to
the blank space beside its picture below. Use
the descriptions beside the names to help
guide you.
How many major ice ages have there been?
Select the correct answer listed below.

carnivore | herbivore | modern | protective 4.L.1 | 4.L.2 | 4.L.3
| major | recent | history

What was the most modern ice age called?
Select the correct answer listed below.

smilodon (closely r... | giant ground sloth ...
| glyptodon (round sh...

4.RI.7 | 4.RI.1

four

4.RI.1

The Ice Age

4.RI.1

Creatures of the Ice Age - During 4
1

1

FIB

1

Replace the word major in the sentence
significant
below by selecting a synonym from the dropdown box.

4.RI.4

Creatures of the Ice Age- During 1
2

1

M/C

1

4.RI.1

Creatures of the Ice Age- During 2
2

1

M/C

1

The giant ground sloth weighed up to 6,000 [Image 3]: elephant
pounds. Which modern-day animal do you
think weighs about the same as the giant
ground sloth? Select the correct answer
below.
Based on the author's description, which
massive
adjective best describes the giant ground
sloth? Select the correct answer listed below.

Creatures of the Ice Age- During 3
2

1

FIB

1

Complete the sentence below by selecting the huge claws
correct answer from the drop-down box.

4.RI.1

Creatures of the Ice Age - During 1
3

1

M/C

1

4.RI.7 | 4.RI.1

Creatures of the Ice Age - During 2
3

1

FIB

4

Creatures of the Ice Age - During 3
3

1

M/C

1

What modern creature has the glyptodon as [Image 1]: armadillo
a distant relative? Select the correct answer
below.
In the passage the author describes the
2000 | 2 | 5 | 10
glyptodon's physical appearance. Drag and
drop each number below into the correct
blank space beside the matching physical
attribute.
Why do you think that the glyptodon had a
to protect itself f...
shell? Select the correct answer listed below.

Creatures of the Ice Age - During 1
4
Creatures of the Ice Age - During 2
4
Creatures of the Ice Age - Post 1

1

M/C

1

saber-toothed cat

4.RI.1

1

M/C

1

450 pounds

4.RI.1

1

M/C

1

What is another name for the smilodon?
Select the correct answer listed below.
How much could a smilodon weigh? Select
the correct answer listed below.
After reading about the giant ground sloth,
the glyptodon, and the smilodon, do you
think this passage is fiction or nonfiction?
Select the correct answer below.

nonfiction

4.RI.2

Creatures of the Ice Age - Post

1

M/C

1

2

Why do you think the author included details to describe the wid...
on three very different animals that lived
during the Ice Age?

4.RI.4

4.RI.1

4.RI.3

4.RI.5

Creatures of the Ice Age - Post

3

1

M/C

1

The author writes, The smilodon was closely to emphasize that i...
related to modern cats. It is most commonly
known as a saber-toothed cat. This 'cat'
measured about four feet tall at its shoulder.
Why is the word 'cat' in quotations? Select
the correct answer below.

Creatures of the Ice Age - Post

4

1

G/O

1

20 feet long| 6000 pounds | herbivore | *** 4.RI.1
5 feet tall | 2000 pounds | protectiveshell |
*** 4 feet tall | 450 pounds | carnivore

Creatures of the Ice Age - Post

5

1

shorttext 1

In the passage, the author provides detailed
descriptions of the giant ground sloth,
glyptodon, and smilodon. Drag and drop each
descriptive detail listed below into the box
directly underneath the name of the animal it
describes.
Based on the author's descriptions of the
giant ground sloth, glyptodon and smilodon,
which animal do you think would be the
scariest? Write your answer as a complete
sentence in the space below, using capitals
and punctuation.

smilodon meat-eater...

4.RI.8 | 4.RI.1

Creatures of the Ice Age - Post

6

1

longtext

4

The author writes, 'Luckily for the other
animals around it, this mammal was an
herbivore &mdash; it ate plants.' What does
the author mean by this statement? Why
were the other animals lucky? Refer to the
text and explain your answer using complete
sentences in the space provided below.

Answers should include the fact that the
giant sloth was very large with razor-sharp
claws. If it was a meat-eater, the other
animals would have been its prey.

4.RI.8

Creatures of the Ice Age - During 3
4

1

FIB

3

Complete the sentences below by selecting
the correct word in each drop-down box.

present-day | typically | meat-eater

4.RI.1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
invisible

Answer
The room was so dar...

Tags
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Name
EnoughBullying-Vocab

Question Part
1
1

Definition: Something that is not seen or is
out of sight. For example: Harry's magic
cloak allowed him to be invisible so he could
walk through the school without being seen.
Bacteria are so small that they are invisible to
the eye.
Which sentence uses invisible best?

4.RI.4

EnoughBullying-Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

invisible

EnoughBullying-Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

convenient

unseen| concealed | hidden | *** seen |
visible | noticeable
It was more conveni...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

handy | simple | nearby | *** hindrance |
far | difficult
Joanna thought it w...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

suitable | proper | right | *** incorrect|
wrong | improper
Vincent fought in t...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

boldness | bravery | daring | *** fear |
nervousness | cowardice

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Simple and easy to use or access.
For example: Taking the shorter route to
work was more convenient and less stressful.
It is convenient that the store is only two
minutes away.

EnoughBullying-Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses convenient best?
convenient

EnoughBullying-Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

appropriate

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To be suitable, proper or
compatible with a person or situation. For
example: It was appropriate for John to wear
his favorite jersey to the baseball game but
not his sister's wedding. The movie rating G
means that it is appropriate for audiences of
all ages.
Which sentence uses appropriate best?
EnoughBullying-Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

appropriate

EnoughBullying-Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

courage

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: The ability to face a difficult
situation without fear. For example: It took a
lot of courage, but Kris told the truth about
the broken laptop. The shy girl finally worked
up the courage to ask a question in class.
Which sentence uses courage best?
EnoughBullying-Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

courage

EnoughBullying-Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

advice

Maya did not know h...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

help | guidance | suggestion | ***
discouragement | gossip | ignorance
invisible | appropriate | convenient |
courage | advice

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Guidance or a suggestion on how
to face a problem. For example: Sally gave
her little sister advice on how to study for the
history test. The counselor at school gave me
good advice about work experience
opportunities.

EnoughBullying-Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

EnoughBullying-Vocab

6

1

FIB

5

EnoughBullying-Vocab

7

1

shorttext 1

EnoughBullying-During1

1

1

FIB

1

EnoughBullying-During1

2

1

M/C

EnoughBullying-During1

3

1

EnoughBullying-During2

1

EnoughBullying-During2

Which sentence uses advice best?
advice

Complete the sentences below. Drag and
drop each vocabulary word into the correct
blank space.
Apply the vocabulary. Write a complete
invisible | appropriate | convenient |
sentence in the space provided for each of
courage | advice
the words listed below, using capitals and
punctuation.
Complete the sentence below by selecting the be invisible
correct answer from the drop-down box.

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

1

Sam wishes he was invisible because it would go to the washroom ...
spare him a lot of stress. According to the
passage, what is another thing that Sam could
do if he were invisible? Select the correct
answer listed below.

4.RL.1

FIB

3

Complete the sentences below by selecting
the correct word from each drop-down box.

4.RL.1

1

M/C

1

2

1

FIB

1

Why does Sam think he is not clever? Select thats what he hear...
the correct answer listed below.
Complete the sentence below by selecting the prove the bullies w...
correct answer from the drop-down box.

EnoughBullying-During3

1

1

FIB

4

Drag and drop the phrases below into the
correct blank spaces in order to make
complete sentences that make sense.

to seek the advice ... | to stand up for him... 4.RL.1
| helped him get thro... | put up with
bullies...

EnoughBullying-During3

2

1

M/C

1

Why does Sam decide that it is time to seek
the advice of his teacher? Select the correct
answer listed below.

she knows the bulli...

stress | alternate | longest

4.L.1 | 4.L.2 | 4.L.3

4.RL.1

4.RL.1
4.RL.1

4.RL.1

EnoughBullying-During3

3

1

FIB

2

Fill in the blanks in the quoted section of text problem | work this out
below by selecting the correct answer from
each drop-down box.

4.RL.1

EnoughBullying- Post

1

1

M/C

1

An idiom is a phrase that is not meant to be needed to pluck up ...
taken literally. For example, raining cats and
dogs is an idiom that means it is raining
heavily, not that actual cats and dogs are
falling from the sky. In the third paragraph of
this passage, the author uses an idiom. What
is it? Select the correct answer listed below.

4.RL.5

EnoughBullying- Post

2

1

shorttext 1

Sometimes bullies can make people have
yes not clever alwa...
negative thoughts about themselves that are
untrue. Does this happen to Sam in the story?
If so, how? Write your answer as a complete
sentence in the space below, using capitals
and punctuation.

4.RL.3

EnoughBullying- Post

3

1

G/O

2

In the story, Sam explains how his life is more Sams life would be... | *** He would not
difficult because of the bullying he faces. If
have t... | He could sign up fo... | He could
the bullying were to stop, Sam wouldn't have go to the ... | It would spare him ...
to be invisible to improve his quality of life.
Complete the graphic organizer below. Drag
and drop the conclusion and evidence
statements into the correct boxes.

4.RL.1

EnoughBullying- Post

4

1

M/C

1

What is the main idea of this passage? Select If you are being bu...
the correct answer listed below.

4.RL.2

EnoughBullying- Post

5

1

longtext

1

If you were Sam's teacher what advice would Students can draw Sam's description of the
you give him about dealing with bullies?
bullying and from their own experiences in
Answer the question by writing a paragraph in their answers.
the space provided below. Remember to use
complete sentences with capitals and
punctuation.

4.RL.3

Name
Mars - Vocabulary

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
important

Answer
It is important to ...

Tags
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Something that has great
significance or value.â€‹ For example: This is
an important moment in history. The teacher
had important information for the students
about the upcoming exam.
Which sentence uses 'important' best?
Mars - Vocabulary

1

2

G/O

2

important

Mars - Vocabulary

2

1

M/C

1

several

crucial | imperative | essential | *** minor | 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
meaningless | unnecessary
I have several dres...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: More than two but less than
many. For example: There were several
children on the swings. I answered several
questions during math class today.
Which sentence uses 'several' best?
Mars - Vocabulary

2

2

G/O

2

several

Mars - Vocabulary

3

1

M/C

1

orbiting

few | handful | some | *** one | individual 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| none
Many planets have m...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Moving in a curved path around a
planet or star. For example: Earth is
constantly orbiting around the sun. Many
satellites are orbiting Earth.

Mars - Vocabulary

3

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'orbiting' best?
orbiting

revolving | circling | rotating | *** straight | 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
still | stationary

Mars - Vocabulary

4

1

M/C

1

determine

My science project ...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To decide something or come to a
resolution. For example: The teacher uses the
test to determine how much the students
have learned. I used a map to determine the
direction of the Eiffel Tower.
Which sentence uses 'determine' best?
Mars - Vocabulary

4

2

G/O

2

determine

Mars - Vocabulary

5

1

M/C

1

presence

resolve | decide | conclude | *** overlook | 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
doubt | reject
The test result sho...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: A form of the word present, which
means something is there in front of you, or it
exists. For example: I am in the presence of
my family. The judge's presence could be felt
as soon as she walked into the courtroom.
Which sentence uses 'presence' best?

Mars - Vocabulary

5

2

G/O

2

presence

Mars - Vocabulary

6

1

M/C

1

guiding

proximity | vicinity | existence | ***
absence | distance | hidden
The track is guidin...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Leading someone in a certain
direction or down a particular path. For
example: The trail map is guiding the hikers
through the forest. The helpful man was
guiding the lost tourist to his hotel.
Which sentence uses 'guiding' best?

Mars - Vocabulary

6

2

G/O

2

guiding

leading | escorting | steering | *** following 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| misleading | trailing

Mars - Vocabulary

7

1

M/C

1

possible

There are dark clou...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

viable | imaginable | conceivable | ***
impossible | improbable | unlikely
Tanyas mom is an a...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: May happen or exist. For example:
It is possible that life exists on other planets. If
I study hard it will be possible for me to do
well on my science test.
Which sentence uses 'possible' best?
Mars - Vocabulary

7

2

G/O

2

possible

Mars - Vocabulary

8

1

M/C

1

active

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Happening and/or in motion. For
example: The exploration of Mars is an active
mission at NASA. I play many sports in order
to stay active.
Which sentence uses 'active' best?
active

Mars - Vocabulary

8

2

G/O

2

ongoing | functioning | busy | *** dormant 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| inactive | lifeless
Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word orbiting | important | active | several |
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
to complete each sentence.
presence | guiding | possible | determine

Mars - Vocabulary

9

1

FIB

8

Mars - Vocabulary

10

1

shorttext 1

Write your own sentences using the words
orbiting | important | active | several |
shown below. Make sure to follow correct
presence | guiding | possible | determine
sentence structure, using proper punctuation.
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

4.L.1 | 4.L.2 | 4.L.3

Mars - During 1

1

1

M/C

1

Why do scientists want to know if humans will Mars is the closest...
ever be able to live on Mars? Select the
correct answer listed below.

4.RI.1

Mars - During 1

2

1

FIB

1

Complete the sentence below by selecting the Red Planet
correct answer from the drop-down box.

4.RI.1

Mars - During 1

3

1

FIB

4

Complete the sentences by selecting the
correct answer from each drop-down box.

4.RI.1

soil | minerals | circling the skies | pictures

Mars - During 2

1

1

M/C

1

Why are the robotic vehicles trying to find
Water is a key to d...
water? Select the correct answer listed
below.
Drag and drop each fact listed below into the found traces of whi... | found ice and snow
blank space beside the spacecraft it describes. ... | explored a crater i...

4.RI.1

Mars - During 2

2

1

FIB

1

Mars - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

What does the author say about water in this
paragraph? Select all that apply.
In the first paragraph, the author refers to
Mars as the Red Planet. Why do you think
Mars is called the Red Planet? Select the
correct answer listed below.
The author states that scientists want to
know if there was ever life on Mars. If the
goal of the exploration is to determine if
humans can live on Mars in the future, why
would they want to know if anything lived on
Mars in the past?

It is a key sign to... | White silica forms ... |
Water in liquid for...
Mars appears red wh...

4.RI.1

Mars - Post

1

1

M/C

1

Mars - Post

2

1

M/C

1

If there was once l...

4.RI.3

Mars - Post

3

1

M/C

1

The robotic vehicles or spacecraft exploring
Mars have many different jobs to do. What
are they? Select all that apply.

collect samples | search for water | guide
vehicles | take pictures

4.RI.1

Mars - Post

4

1

G/O

3

Mars | *** possibility of huma... | ***
robotic vehicles ha... | explorations on
Mar... | presence of water i...

4.RI.2 | 4.RI.5

1

longtext

1

Organize what you read about Mars into the
graphic organizer below. Drag and drop the
topic, main idea and key details from the text
into the correct boxes.
Do you think people will one day be able to
live on Mars? Write a paragraph response in
the box below. Be sure to use complete
sentences and support your answer with
examples from the text.

Mars - Post

5

Students can use information from the text
about Mars to support a yes or no answer.

4.RI.1 | 4.RI.8

Mars - Post

6

1

G/O

1

4.RI.1

4.RI.1

NASA's Opportunity rover has been exploring Opportunity acts ju... | *** independent and 4.RI.7
Mars since 2004. In this video, NASA's
exp... | stays up latetalkin... | getting
scientists share a conclusion about
smarter all... | shares picturesof e...
Opportunity along with evidence statements
to support that conclusion. Watch the video
and then complete the graphic organizer
below. Drag and drop the conclusion and
evidence into the correct boxes.

Name
The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
appreciate

Answer
Jimmy and John appr...

Tags
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

cherish | value | enjoy | *** overlook |
neglect | ignore
Sarah loves to admi...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

elegance | charm | attractiveness | ***
ugliness | roughness | crudeness
After getting a mas...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

calm | peaceful | laid-back | *** stressed |
worried | annoyed

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To be grateful towards or
recognize the significance of a person, place
or thing. For example: I appreciate how much
my mother does for our family. I appreciate
the fact that my little sister made me a
birthday card.

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary
The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary

1

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'appreciate' best?
appreciate

2

1

M/C

1

beauty

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: A quality in a person, place or
thing that looks pretty and makes us feel
happy. For example: Aunt Sally has true
beauty because she is very pretty and kind.
The golden sunset highlighted the beauty of
the shimmering blue lake.

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary
The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary

2

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'beauty' best?
beauty

3

1

M/C

1

relaxed

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Free from any tension or stress.
For example: Since Tom did not have to
worry about doing homework, he was very
relaxed during his summer vacation. Lounging
in my pool, I felt relaxed.
Which sentence uses 'relaxed' best?
The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary

3

2

G/O

2

relaxed

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary

4

1

M/C

1

startled

The guinea pig was ...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To be caught by surprise or to be
alarmed by someone or something. For
example: Sarah was concentrating on her
work when Lisa's loud sneeze startled her. He
was startled by the sudden appearance of the
deer on the road.
Which sentence uses 'startled' best?
The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary
The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary

4

2

G/O

2

startled

5

1

M/C

1

philosopher

shocked | scared | surprised | *** relaxed | 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
composed | calm
Grandpa John is so ...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: A person who studies truth and
seeks wisdom. For example: Aristotle is a
famous philosopher known for his writings on
the meaning of morality. The philosopher
devoted his life to answering questions about
the purpose of life.
Which sentence uses 'philosopher' best?
The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary
The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary

5

2

G/O

2

philosopher

6

1

M/C

1

strange

intellectual | thinker | academic | *** realist 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| practical | doer
There were strange ...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Something that is unusual or out
of the ordinary. For example: There was a
strange sound coming from my car so I took it
to the repair shop. The dog riding a bicycle at
the circus was very strange.
Which sentence uses 'strange' best?
The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary
The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary

6

2

G/O

2

7

1

FIB

6

strange

weird | bizarre | odd | *** normal | typical 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| regular
Complete the sentences below with the
relaxed | appreciate | startled | beauty |
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
missing word. Drag and drop each vocabulary philosopher | strange
word into the correct blank space.

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Vocabulary

8

1

shorttext 1

Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
relaxed | appreciate | startled | beauty |
complete sentence in the space provided for philosopher | strange
each of the words listed below. Make sure to
use capitals, punctuation and correct spelling.

4.L.1 | 4.L.2 | 4.L.3

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale During 1

1

1

M/C

1

reading

4.RL.1

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale During 1

2

1

FIB

3

As a young student what did Master Chuang
spend most of his time doing? Select the
correct answer listed below.
Complete the sentences below by selecting
the correct answer from each drop-down
box.

appreciate | bamboo | garden

4.RL.1 | 4.RL.4

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale During 1

3

1

M/C

1

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale During 2

1

1

M/C

1

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale During 2

2

1

M/C

1

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale During 2

3

1

FIB

2

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale During 3
The Butterfly A Chinese Tale During 3

1

1

M/C

1

2

1

M/C

1

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale During 3

3

1

FIB

4

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Post

1

1

M/C

1

What caused Master Chuang to be so relaxed There was a soft br...
that he closed his eyes? Select the correct
answer listed below.
What does Master Chuang dream about?
Master Chuang dream... | In his dream he
Select all of the correct answers that apply.
had... | He dreamed that he ...

4.RL.1

Something is strange when it's unusual or out
of the ordinary. In this paragraph, what
happened to Master Chuang that was
strange? Select the correct answer listed
below.
Complete the following quote from the
passage by selecting the correct answer from
each drop-down box.
Why was Master Chuang startled? Select the
correct answer listed below.
How did Master Chuang's dream affect him?
Select all of the correct answers that apply.

He dreamed he was a...

4.RL.1

wonderful | rooftops

4.RL.1 | 4.RL.4

A gust of wind blew...

4.RL.1 | 4.RL.4

Drag and drop each phrase below into the
correct blank space in order to create
complete sentences that make sense.
Authors use imagery to create a mental
picture of what they are describing. Which of
the following sentences from the passage use
imagery? Select the correct answer from the
options below.

and a leaf fell on ... | shouted Where are m... 4.RL.4 | 4.RL.1
| a butterfly or a bu... | always appreciated
...
He flew so high tha...
4.RL.4

4.RL.1

From that day forwa... | He grew up to be a 4.RL.1 | 4.RL.3
...

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Post

2

1

M/C

1

A simile is a device used to compare two
things using like or as. Which sentence from
the passage is an example of a simile? Select
the correct answer listed below.

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Post

3

1

G/O

2

What evidence in the story supports the
Master Chuang was a... | *** Young
4.RL.1
conclusion that Master Chuang was a man
Chuang fell ... | When the bamboo lea... | In
dreaming of being a butterfly? Drag and drop his dream he was... | When he woke up he ...
the Conclusion and four correct pieces of
Evidence from the story into boxes below.

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Post

4

1

M/C

1

He takes time to ap...

The Butterfly A Chinese Tale Post

5

1

longtext

1

Master Chuang's dream has a major effect on
him. How does he change from the beginning
to the end of the passage? Select the correct
answer listed below.
Do you think Master Chuang's dream
influenced the way he viewed nature? Answer
the question by writing a paragraph in the
space provided below. Remember to use
complete sentences and examples from the
text to support your answer.

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
courage

Answer
I admire Hannahs c...

Name
Question Part
The Haunted House - Vocabulary 1
1

his body was as lig...

4.RL.4

4.RL.2

Students can reference the statement in the 4.RL.3
last paragraph to support their "yes"
answers: Master Chuang appreciated the
beauty of nature after having the dream.

Tags
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: The ability to face a difficult
situation without fear. For example: The
soldiers showed courage in defending their
position. It took a lot of courage for Amber to
sing in front of her whole school at the talent
show.

The Haunted House - Vocabulary 1

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'courage' best?
courage

bravery | valor | grit | *** fear | weakness | 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
cowardice

The Haunted House - Vocabulary 2

1

M/C

1

previous

My previous teacher...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

earlier | prior | before | *** current | after
| future
Mrs. Tyler always w...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

derelict | neglected | forgotten | ***
salvaged | maintained | cherished
It's a pity that th...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Something that came or occurred
before something else. For example: Mr.
Anderson's previous job was in a different
city. The previous owners renovated the
building to increase its value.
Which sentence uses 'previous' best?
The Haunted House - Vocabulary 2

2

G/O

2

previous

The Haunted House - Vocabulary 3

1

M/C

1

abandoned

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To be left alone and deserted. For
example: The old car factory is now just an
abandoned building. When Deepak's parents
went on a cruise without him, he couldn't
help but feel abandoned.
Which sentence uses 'abandoned' best?
The Haunted House - Vocabulary 3

2

G/O

2

abandoned

The Haunted House - Vocabulary 4

1

M/C

1

pity

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: A cause of regret or
disappointment. For example: It's a pity that I
didn't pass my science test, as I studied really
hard. It's a pity that Joe and Mike don't like
each other because they are neighbors.
Which sentence uses 'pity' best?
The Haunted House - Vocabulary 4

2

G/O

2

pity

regret | sad | disappointing | *** fortunate 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| good | happy

The Haunted House - Vocabulary 5

1

M/C

1

mysterious

Kevin is mysterious...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Something unknown or
unexplainable that fills you with wonder or
curiosity. For example: There was something
mysterious about our new neighbors. They
went to investigate the mysterious noise
coming from outside.

The Haunted House - Vocabulary 5

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'mysterious' best?
mysterious

The Haunted House - Vocabulary 6

1

M/C

1

humid

cryptic | unknown | secretive | *** familiar 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| known | obvious
You should be caref...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Warm conditions or air
characterized by heavy moisture. For
example: Florida has a very hot, humid
climate. Olivia's hair always gets frizzy when
the weather is humid.

The Haunted House - Vocabulary 6

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'humid' best?
humid

The Haunted House - Vocabulary 7

1

M/C

1

nervous

moist | muggy | steamy | *** dry | parched 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| arid
Quinn felt nervous ...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To be on edge or worried about
something or someone. For example: The
nervous puppy lowered his head and put his
tail between his legs. The president couldn't
help but feel nervous before delivering his
speech.
Which sentence uses 'nervous' best?
The Haunted House - Vocabulary 7

2

G/O

2

nervous

The Haunted House - Vocabulary 8

1

FIB

7

Complete the sentences below. Drag and
drop each vocabulary word into the correct
blank space.

afraid | uneasy | anxious | *** confident |
bold | brave
courage | previous | abandoned | pity |
humid | nervous | mysterious

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

The Haunted House - Vocabulary 9

1

shorttext 1

Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
courage | previous | abandoned | pity |
complete sentence in the space provided for humid | nervous | mysterious
each of the words listed below. Make sure to
use capitals, punctuation and correct spelling.

4.L.1 | 4.L.2 | 4.L.3

The Haunted House - During 1

1

1

M/C

1

Why were Chris and his friends planning to
spend the night in the abandoned house?
Select the correct answer listed below.

They lost a bet.

4.RL.1

The Haunted House - During 1

2

1

FIB

2

whole | mysterious

4.L.3

The Haunted House - During 1

3

1

FIB

4

The Haunted House - During 1

4

1

G/O

1

An adjective is a word that describes a
person, place or thing. Drag and drop the two
adjectives found in the quote below into the
correct blank spaces.
Drag and drop each phrase below into the
correct blank space in order to make
complete sentences that make sense.
Drag and drop three emotions the boys may
be feeling about having to spend the night in
the mysterious house into the box below.

scared | nervous | curious

4.RL.3

The Haunted House - During 1

5

1

M/C

1

sympathetic

4.RL.4

The Haunted House - During 2

1

1

M/C

1

Without lights they...

4.RL.4

The Haunted House - During 2

2

1

M/C

1

to make each other ...

4.RL.1

The Haunted House - During 2

3

1

FIB

6

The author says it's a pity that the team lost
the bet and will therefore have to spend the
night in the mysterious house. Based on this
choice of words, what adjective best
describes the author's tone in the first
paragraph?
The passage states, 'There was no electricity,
so they had to grope for the stairs to the
basement.' What do you think this sentence
means? Select the correct answer listed
below.
Why were Chris and his friends whispering
silly things to each other? Select the correct
answer listed below.
Complete the sentences below by selecting
the correct word from each drop-down box.

humid | in single file | scared | ghosts |
surprised | sprinted

4.RL.1

The Haunted House - During 2

4

1

M/C

1

thought the house w... | had abandoned the 4.RL.1
h... | they lost a bet. | had to spend the ni...

Chris and his friends see a ghost in the house. FALSE
Is this statement true or false? Select the
correct answer listed below.

4.RL.1

The Haunted House - During 2

5

1

M/C

1

How did Chris and his friends react after
feeling the cold breeze and before sprinting
up the stairs? Select the image below that
best represents their reaction.

The Haunted House - Post

1

1

shorttext 1

At the end of the passage Chris says to his
why previous owners...
friends, We have to make it through the
night, guys. There's a bet to honor and a
mystery to solve. What mystery is Chris
referring to? Write your answer as a
complete sentence in the space below, using
capitals and punctuation.

The Haunted House - Post

2

1

G/O

1

Chris is the main character in this story.
unlucky | brave | sympathetic | *** He tried 4.RL.3
Which three character traits listed below best to stop hi... | He and his friends ... | He could
describe Chris? Drag and drop each character tell his f...
trait in the box on the left and a supporting
fact or action in the box on the right.

The Haunted House - Post

3

1

G/O

5

Complete the graphic organizer below. Drag
and drop events in the story into the correct
order in which they occurred.

The Haunted House - Post

4

1

M/C

1

The Haunted House - Post

5

1

M/C

1

At the end of the story, the reader is left
cliffhanger ending
4.L.5
wondering if the team will make it through
the night and solve the mystery. What do you
call an ending to a story that leaves a main
conflict unresolved? Select the correct
answer listed below.
Imagery is descriptive language used by the It was dark and hum... | They walked slowly 4.L.5
author to help the reader visualize a person, ...
place, thing or event in a story. Which of the
following quotes from the story are examples
of imagery? Select all that apply.

The Haunted House - Post

6

1

longtext

4

The story ends with Chris trying to convince
his friends to stay in the house to solve the
mystery of why the owners abandoned it.
What happened next? Did they solve the
mystery? In the space provided below, write
an ending to the story. Remember to use
complete sentences with capitals and
punctuation.

[Image 1]: Girl screaming

4.RL.7

4.RL.1

The team gropes the... | *** They whispered 4.RL.2
sill... | *** They feel a cold br... | *** The
team runs up th... | *** Chris reminds his f...

This is a creative writing activity - students
4.W.3.e
can write any ending they choose. Endings
should provide continuity with the preceding
paragraphs and incorporate characters from
the story.

Name
Question Part
The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
interrupted

Answer
The teacher didn't ...

Tags
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

stopped | distracted | disturbed | ***
continued | persisted | endured
The lion was slowly...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To stop someone or something in
the middle of doing or saying something. For
example: Jack interrupted my story by asking
me too many questions. Janet couldn't finish
watching the movie because her mom
interrupted her repeatedly.
Which sentence uses 'interrupted' best?
The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 1

2

G/O

2

interrupted

The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 2

1

M/C

1

approaching

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To come near or closer. For
example: The drop in temperature was the
first sign that winter was approaching. Tim
and I knew we were in trouble when we saw
the principal approaching us.
Which sentence uses 'approaching' best?
The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 2

2

G/O

2

approaching

The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 3

1

M/C

1

seriously

coming | advancing | nearing | *** leaving | 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
departing | withdrawing
It was hard to tak...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Acting or speaking sincerely and
earnestly rather than in a joking manner. For
example: She seriously thought I had grown
taller since the last time she had seen me. My
friend Jake thought I was joking but I seriously
wanted him to help me study for my
upcoming geography test.
Which sentence uses 'seriously' best?
The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 3

2

G/O

2

seriously

honestly | truthfully | sincerely | ***
dishonestly | jokingly | casually

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 4

1

M/C

1

pipsqueak

Carls sister calls...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

little | unimportant | nobody | ***
important | significant | powerful
My mom says my dayd...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

imagining | fantasies | visions | *** truth |
reality | certainty
The veterinarian to...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

radiation | electromagnetic | radiograph |
*** painting | drawing | sculpture

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: An insult that means small and
unimportant. For example: Frank's mean,
older brother always calls him a pipsqueak.
Michael looks like a pipsqueak compared to
the boys on the football team.

Which sentence uses pipsqueak best?
The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 4

2

G/O

2

pipsqueak

The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 5

1

M/C

1

daydreams

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Visions or fantasies that you think
about while you are awake. For example: In
math class I always have daydreams of being
outside playing baseball. As I walked around
the mall I had daydreams about what I would
buy if I won the lottery.
Which sentence uses daydreams best?
The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 5

2

G/O

2

daydreams

The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 6

1

M/C

1

X-ray

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: A form of electromagnetic
radiation that allows you to see through
something solid. For example: The doctor
took an X-ray scan of my foot to check if it
was broken. Airport security officers use X-ray
machines to see inside suitcases.
Which sentence uses X-ray best?
The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 6

2

G/O

2

X-ray

The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 7

1

FIB

The Longest 15 minutes - Vocab 8

1

shorttext 1

The Longest 15 minutes - During 1
1
The Longest 15 minutes - During 2
1

1

M/C

1

1

FIB

1

The Longest 15 minutes - During 3
1

1

M/C

1

The Longest 15 minutes - during 1
2
The Longest 15 minutes - during 2
2

1

M/C

1

1

G/O

1

The Longest 15 minutes - during 3
2

1

M/C

1

The Longest 15 minutes - during 1
3

1

M/C

1

The Longest 15 minutes - during 2
3

1

FIB

1

The Longest 15 minutes - during 3
3

1

M/C

1

The Longest 15 minutes - Post

1

shorttext 1

1

6

Complete the sentences below by dragging
and dropping each vocabulary word into the
correct blank space.
Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
complete sentence in the space provided for
each of the words listed below. Make sure to
use capitals, punctuation and correct spelling.

approaching | seriously | pipsqueak |
interrupted | X-ray | daydreams

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

approaching | seriously | pipsqueak |
interrupted | X-ray | daydreams

4.L.1 | 4.L.2 | 4.L.3

Why is Navid so excited? Select the correct
He is expecting to ...
answer listed below.
Complete the sentence below by selecting the 3:45PM
correct answer from the drop-down box.

4.RL.1

Where did Navid order the X-ray vision
goggles from? Select the correct answer listed
below.
Who is Nate in this story? Select the correct
answer listed below.
What are some of the ways that Navid
imagines he can use his X-ray vision goggles?
Drag and drop each of the correct responses
into the box below.
We learn about Navid's character traits in this
paragraph. Which words best describe his
personality? Select all that apply.

an ad in his Ogres ...

4.RL.1

Navids older broth...

4.RL.1

to spy on Nate in h... | to see Monkey
Wrenc... | to find hidden trea... | to see
through door...

4.RL.1

curious | imaginative

4.RL.1

4.RL.1

Why does Nate ask if Navid is seriously sitting Mail carriers don't...
out there waiting for the mail carrier on a
Sunday? Select the correct answer listed
below.
Complete the sentence below by selecting the Nate's
correct answer from the drop-down box.

4.RL.3

Based on what his brother says to him, what that it's Sunday an...
did Navid forget? Select the correct answer
listed below.
A plot twist is when something happens in a it is Sunday so the...
story that the reader is not expecting. What is
the plot twist that occurs at the end of this
story? Write your answer as a complete
sentence in the space below, using capitals
and punctuation.

4.RL.1

4.RL.1 | 4.RL.4

4.RL.1

The Longest 15 minutes - Post

2

1

M/C

1

How do you think Navid is feeling after he
disappointed
finds out that he will have to wait at least one
more day for his X-ray vision goggles to
arrive?
It has been 42 days since Navid mailed off the 6
order form and the check for $14. How many
weeks is that? Complete the sentence below
by selecting the correct answer from the dropdown box.

4.RL.1

The Longest 15 minutes - Post

3

1

FIB

1

The Longest 15 minutes - Post

4

1

G/O

4

Most fictional stories contain the following: a Navid is waiting fo... | *** the front porch | 4.RL.3
setting, characters, the introduction of a
*** Navid and Nate | *** Nate reminds
conflict and a resolution. Complete the
Navid ...
graphic organizer below by dragging and
dropping each story element into the correct
box.

The Longest 15 minutes - Post

5

1

longtext

4

Why do you think the story is called The
Longest Fifteen Minutes? Answer the
question by writing a paragraph in the space
provided below. Remember to use complete
sentences and examples from the text to
support your answer.

Students can use inferencing to answer the
question - that when you are waiting for
something to arrive, time can pass very
slowly.

4.RL.2

Name
Theft in the Garden - Vocab

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
tending

Answer
My uncle Earl was t...

Tags
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

4.RL.4

Definition: Caring for or looking after
something or someone. For example: My
mother was tending to me while I was sick. I
am tending to the neighbor's dog while the
family is on vacation.

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'tending' best?
tending

caring | watching | nurturing | *** ignoring 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| abandoning | neglecting

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

hopeful

Mitch was hopeful h...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

expectant | confident | optimistic | ***
hopeless | pessimistic | discouraged
The terrified child...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

attached | hugging | adhering | ***
detached | separated | loose
The girls were whis...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Showing or feeling hope; wanting
something to happen. For example: I am
hopeful that I will be picked for the basketball
team. Tony was hopeful that he did well on
the test.

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'hopeful' best?
hopeful

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

clinging

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Sticking closely to someone or
something. For example: Her wet hair was
clinging to her neck. The girls were clinging
together under the umbrella to stay warm
and dry.

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'clinging' best?
clinging

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

fragments

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Pieces or parts of something. For
example: The vase broke into fragments
when it fell on the floor. During the test, we
had to put together fragments of a sentence.
Which sentence uses 'fragments' best?
Theft in the Garden - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

fragments

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

weaving
Definition: Moving from side to side with
turns and twists. For example. The car began
weaving through traffic. They were weaving
through the crowd to get to the front.
Which sentence uses 'weaving' best?

bits | pieces | parts | *** whole | complete 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| entire
The bee was weaving...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

weaving

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

discouraged

sidestepping | turning | zigzagging | ***
straight | continuous | linear
She felt discourage...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

dismayed | hopeless | depressed | ***
hopeful | happy | confident
The soccer camp equ...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

supplied | outfitted | prepared | ***
unprepared | deprived | unready
Eating fresh produc...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

fruit | vegetables | lettuce | *** cheese |
bread | meat
fragments | discouraged | equipped |
tending | weaving | hopeful | clinging |
produce

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To lose hope or confidence. For
example: Jake was discouraged by his poor
test scores. 'Don't get discouraged!' Faith's
father said when she missed the ball three
times.
Which sentence uses 'discouraged' best?
Theft in the Garden - Vocab

6

2

G/O

2

discouraged

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

equipped

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To have what is needed to
complete a task. For example: The plumber
was equipped with the parts he needed to fix
the sink. With her sleeping bag and backpack
full of supplies, Jane was equipped for
camping.

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

7

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'equipped' best?
equipped

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

8

1

M/C

1

produce

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Plant-based products such as fruits
and vegetables. For example: We grow lots of
fresh produce in our garden. The produce
section at the supermarket has many kinds of
fresh vegetables.

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

8

2

G/O

2

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

9

1

FIB

8

Which sentence uses 'produce' best?
produce
Complete the sentences below. Drag and
drop each vocabulary word into the correct
blank space.

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Theft in the Garden - Vocab

10

1

shorttext 1

Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
fragments | discouraged | equipped |
complete sentence in the space provided for tending | weaving | hopeful | clinging |
each of the words listed below. Make sure to produce
use capitals, punctuation and correct spelling.

4.L.1 | 4.L.2 | 4.L.3

Theft in the Garden - During 1

1

1

M/C

1

Theft in the Garden - During 1

2

1

M/C

1

What had Simon and Elizabeth been tending their vegetable plo...
4.RL.1
to for weeks? Select the correct answer listed
below.
What does Simon do in this section of the
He dropped seeds in... | He sprinkled his ga... 4.RL.1
story? Select each correct answer below.
| He covered the seed...

Theft in the Garden - During 1

3

1

FIB

3

Complete the sentences below by selecting
the correct word in each drop-down box.

carrots | community garden | life

4.RL.4

Theft in the Garden - During 2

1

1

FIB

4

hopeful | clinging to | bunches | an empty
garden plo...

4.RL.4

Theft in the Garden - During 2

2

1

shorttext 1

Complete the sentences below by selecting
the correct answer from each drop-down
box.
What made Simon think that something had
been snacking in their garden? Write your
answer as a complete sentence in the space
below, using capitals and punctuation.

There were clues in...

4.RL.1

Theft in the Garden - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

paw prints

4.RL.1

Theft in the Garden - During 3

1

1

FIB

4

Theft in the Garden - During 3

2

1

G/O

1

What did Simon and Elizabeth see weaving
between the plants? Select the correct
answer listed below.
Summarize the ending of the story. Drag and
drop each phrase below into the correct
blank space in order to make complete
sentences that make sense.
Simon and Elizabeth returned to their garden
plot equipped with materials to make a fence.
What materials do you think they would need
to build it? Drag and drop the image of each
correct material into the box below.

Nails| Wood

4.RL.1

Theft in the Garden - During 3

3

1

M/C

1

a spinach salad

4.RL.1

Theft in the Garden - Post

1

1

M/C

1

What did Simon and Elizabeth surprise their
parents with a few months later? Select the
correct answer listed below.
In this story, the characters are described by
the narrator using pronouns, such as they,
she and he. What do we call this type of
narration? Select the correct answer listed
below.

third-person narrat...

4.RL.6

decided it was hung... | they brought
4.RL.2
materi... | they had success. | with produce
from t...

Theft in the Garden - Post

2

1

M/C

1

Based on what you read in the passage, which optimistic | determined | hard-working
characteristics best describe Simon and
Elizabeth? Select the correct answers from
the list below.
Simon and Elizabeth grew tomatoes, spinach, Cucumbers | Lettuce | Strawberries |
and carrots in their gardening plot. What
Radishes | Cauliflower
other produce can grow in a garden? Drag
the correct images into the box below.

4.RL.3

Theft in the Garden - Post

3

1

G/O

1

Theft in the Garden - Post

4

1

G/O

1

A summary retells the important parts of a
Simon and Elizabeth... | *** When they
4.RL.2
story. Drag and drop the events in the story returned ... | *** They decided that r... | ***
into the correct order in which they occurred. They built a fence ... | *** A few months
later ...

Theft in the Garden - Post

5

1

G/O

1

Cause and effect events move the action
forward in a story. A cause is something that
happens and an effect is the result or
outcome of that action or event. Drag and
drop the topic, cause and effect statements
into the box below.

Theft in the Garden | *** something was
4.RL.3
eatin... | Simon and Elizabeth... | *** empty
plot with hal... | they had enough pro...

Theft in the Garden - Post

6

1

longtext

4

Simon and Elizabeth decided that there were
hungry rabbits snacking on their vegetables.
However, what if it was something else?
Imagine a different garden thief, and write
your own ending to the story as a paragraph
in the space provided below. Remember to
use complete sentences, proper punctuation,
and correct spelling.

This is a creative writing activity, so students 4.RL.2 | 4.RL.3
can write anything to create a different
ending for the story. They should
incorporate the characters of Simon and
Elizabeth in the ending.

Name
Waterlogged - Vocab

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
annoying

Answer
Claire is always an...

Tags
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

bothersome | aggravating | irritating | ***
helpful | agreeable | pleasant

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

4.RL.1 | 4.RL.4

Definition: To bother, disturb or irritate,
especially by repeated actions. For example:
The annoying flies ruined our picnic. My bus
was an hour late again today, which was very
annoying!

Waterlogged - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'annoying' best?
annoying

Waterlogged - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

various

Its important to e...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

assorted | different | diverse | *** alike |
similar | same
The tent's waterpro...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Different from one another. For
example: Gloria has a huge music collection
and she likes various types of music. Living
downtown gives me the chance to take
various types of transportation to work.
Which sentence uses 'various' best?
Waterlogged - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

various

Waterlogged - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

waterproof

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Material or substance that
prevents water from being absorbed. For
example: The chair was covered in
waterproof fabric to prevent stains. Her
raincoat's waterproof shell kept her dry in the
rainstorm.

Waterlogged - Vocab

3

2

G/O

1

Which sentence uses 'waterproof' best?
waterproof

Waterlogged - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

strewn

watertight | weatherproof | dry | *** wet | 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
porous | leaky
After the concert I...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Scattered or spread untidily over a
surface or area. For example: I don't like
shopping on Black Friday because
merchandise is always strewn throughout
store. After the storm, seaweed was strewn
all over the beach.

Waterlogged - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'strewn' best?
strewn

scattered | spread | tossed | *** gathered | 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
tidied | collected

Waterlogged - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

perfect

My dog Rex is the p...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: Having all the required or desirable
elements, qualities, or characteristics; ideal.
For example: It was a warm day with a light
breeze, just perfect for sailing! I am so happy
that Gia and Shaun are getting married
because they are a perfect couple.
Which sentence uses 'perfect' best?
Waterlogged - Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

perfect

Waterlogged - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

screaming

excellent | flawless | ideal | *** flawed| bad 4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6
| imperfect
While Nick was on t...
4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Definition: To give long, loud and piercing
cries to express excitement, pain, fear or
great emotion. For example: Ashley couldn't
stop screaming when her favorite singer
invited her onto the stage at a concert. Lacy
was screaming in pain when she broke her
leg.
Which sentence uses 'screaming' best?
Waterlogged - Vocab

6

2

G/O

2

screaming

hollering | shouting | yelling | ***
whispering | whimpering | silent
perfect| screaming | strewn | various |
annoying | waterproof

Waterlogged - Vocab

7

1

FIB

1

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

Waterlogged - Vocab

8

1

shorttext 1

Complete the sentences below by dragging
and dropping each vocabulary word into the
correct blank space.
Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
perfect| screaming | strewn | various |
complete sentence in the space provided for annoying | waterproof
each of the words listed below. Make sure to
use capitals, punctuation and correct spelling.

Waterlogged - During 1

1

1

M/C

1

4.RL.1

Waterlogged - During 1

2

1

M/C

1

What is making the Plink. Plink. Plink sound
that the main character hears? Select the
correct answer listed below.
What emotion is the main character
experiencing? Select the image below that
best demonstrates how he is feeling.

rain dripping into ...

4.L.4 | 4.L.5 | 4.L.6

4.L.1 | 4.L.2 | 4.L.3

[Image 1]: frustration (woman grabbing her 4.RL.1
hair)

Waterlogged - During 1

3

1

G/O

1

Onomatopoeia refers to a word that imitates oink | meow | zoom | chirp | roar | hiccup
or resembles the sound that it describes. In
this story, plink is an example of
onomatopoeia because it resembles the
sound rain makes as it drips into metal pots
and pans. Drag and drop other examples of
onomatopoeia into the box below.

4.RL.4

Waterlogged - During 1

4

1

FIB

3

4.RL.1

Waterlogged - During 1

5

1

shorttext 1

Drag and drop the correct number into each seven | six | one
blank space below.
The main character says, 'The one that's
Answers can include the keywords temper
slowly making me lose it? What does this
or patience.
expression mean? Write your answer as a
complete sentence in the space below, using
capitals and punctuation.

Waterlogged - During 2

1

1

FIB

3

love | perfect | ten | plinks

4.RL.1 | 4.RL.4

Waterlogged - During 2

2

1

M/C

1

Complete the sentences below by selecting
the correct answer from each drop-down
box.
According to Jarrod, what animal does his
father and younger sister wake up before?
Select the correct answer below.

[Image 1]: crow

4.RL.1

Waterlogged - During 2

3

1

shorttext 1

An idiom is a word or phrase that differs from Tomorrow's another ...
its literal meaning. Idioms are usually
common phrases. For example, during heavy
rain people often say, It's raining cats and
dogs. In the space below, write the idiom that
Jarrod's father uses to reassure him that
things will get better soon.

4.RL.4

Waterlogged - During 2

4

1

shorttext 1

Identify the first adjective in the following
sentence and write it in the box below.

4.RL.4

loudest

4.RL.4

'So here I am, in the loudest tent on the
campground, reading my book for about the
tenth time.'

Waterlogged - During 2

5

1

M/C

1

What are some of the activities that Jarrod
enjoys doing while camping? Select each
correct answer below.

hiking | swimming | playing volleyball | lying 4.RL.1
on the beach

Waterlogged - Post

1

1

M/C

1

A rhetorical question is a question that is
That sound? The one... | Is there a more
asked in order to make a point rather than to ann...
obtain an answer. Jarrod asks rhetorical
questions in this story to help us see his point
of view. Select the two correct examples of
rhetorical questions below.

4.RL.4

Waterlogged - Post

2

1

M/C

1

This story is told from Jarrod's perspective.
negative
Based on his attitude on the camping trip,
what adjective best describes his personality?
Select the correct answer below.

4.RL.3

Waterlogged - Post

3

1

M/C

1

Hyperbole is an exaggeration that is used to So here I am in the...
make a point but is not meant to be taken
literally. For example, someone who is very
hungry might say I'm so hungry I could eat 10
burgers. In this story, what statement does
Jarrod make that is an example of hyperbole?
Select the correct answer listed below.

4.RL.4

Waterlogged - Post

4

1

G/O

3

Compare Jarrod's camping experience with
his father's experience. What is similar and
what is different? Drag and drop facts for
Jarrod into the box on the right, his father
into the box on the left and common facts for
both of them in the middle.

wakes up early | goes fishing | stays positive 4.RL.3
| makes the bestof th... | *** acts miserable
| reads all day | stays in the tental... | wishes
he could be ... | *** sleeps ina wet tent |
campingwith family

Waterlogged - Post

5

1

FIB

5

Complete the sentences below by selecting
the correct answer in each drop-down box.

Waterlogged - Post

6

1

M/C

1

Jarrod is having a horrible time on the
camping trip. Which quotes from the text
provide evidence for that statement? Select
each correct answer listed below.

make the most of a ... | spend the day fishi... 4.RL.2
| despite | count rain drops an... | miserable
and grump... | great
slowly making me lo... | annoying sound |
4.RL.4
run out of here scr...

Waterlogged - Post

7

1

longtext

4

Jarrod's camping trip was a family outing that This is a creative writing activity. Students
4.RL.2
didn't go as planned, at least not for him. In can relate an experience they've had where
the space below, write about an experience something didn't meet their expectations.
that didn't live up to your expectations. Use
standard capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing your response.

